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Quick recap of last week



Why is design good for 
government? 
• Closing gaps in the experience so the public does 

not have to learn how the institution is organized 
• Problem understanding and definition  
• Delivers services effectively and efficiently 



What’s service design? 
And how does it relate to design in government? 



Innovation 

Design thinking 

Business  
goals 

Technical 
constraints

User goals 



Design thinking is cross-functional 
• Having all the stakeholders in the room to listen and observe delivers 

better outcomes 

• Legal, advocates, government, public



Listen to experiences people have had 



Observe carefully 
Try to understand the 
experience from a user’s point 
of view 



Make to think 



Learn why



Design doing



Pillars of design thinking 
(doing)
A framework.



• Human-centered 

• Mindful of process 

• Culture of prototyping  

• Bias toward action  

• Show, don’t tell  

• Radical collaboration



• Redefine risk  

• Measure why, as well as what
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Pillars of  
design thinking



3 things you should know 
about design thinking



Design thinking is actually about  
design doing.

1.



You’re doing it already.  

2.



You need help. Don’t try to do it alone. Design is a team sport.  

3.



Key elements 
• Understanding users’ 

needs 
• Understanding what 

will be different

3 more things 
• It’s really about doing.  
• You’re doing it already.  
• You need help. 

Pillars 
• Human-centered 
• Mindful of process  
• Culture of prototyping  
• Bias toward action  
• Show, don’t tell 
• Radical collaboration  
• Redefine risk  
• Measure why, not 

what 



Questions to ask in early 
research 
• Who are the stakeholders?  
• What’s the experience like for those people?  
• How big is the system? 



1. Figure out who is involved  

2. Start to understand what 
their experience is like  

3. See the situation from the 
institution or organization’s 
view 

Goals & tools:       Points of view 
1. Stakeholder mapping  

2. Journey mapping 
  
3. Service blueprint / 
touchpoint canvas



Stakeholder mapping 
Identify different people, roles, audiences, 
players who are affected or who influence 
the service or process 



Stakeholder mapping 

Core

Direct

Indirect

Everybody else



Recounts



Make a stakeholder map 
1. Make a bullseye  

2. Ask:  

• Who do we think is the main user?  

• Who else is directly affected by this 
problem?  

• Who is indirectly affected? Who influences 
outcomes? 

3. List in order of priority 

4. Place them on the target  

Hint:  
You want to try to 
talk to some of 
everyone, if you can, 
because each will 
help you better 
define the problem. 



User Journey Mapping 
Steps, over time, of how a person goes 
through a process, from their point of view 



User Journey Mapping 

• Why:  

• users’ experiences span organizations 

• different stakeholders have different experiences 

• solutions rarely involve only one touchpoint 



Solutions rarely involve 
only one touchpoint 



Example: Simple, with stickies



Example: Detailed combination
Adaptive Path 



Adaptive Path 





Steps, over time 



Make a user journey map  
1. Make a list of the steps you think you know 

2. Also look at   

• What is the user doing 

• What is their mental model, and how do they make decisions   

• How are they feeling about it 

3. Draw a grid 

4. Fill in the steps   



Entice/Enter/Engage/Exit/Extend 

• How do they find out about this?  

• How do people know how to start?  

• As people interact with a service or a process, what are they doing? 
How do they understand what to do?  

• How does the journey end?  

• What happens after the specific process? 



What does this look like for voting? 
Entice Exit ExtendEnter Engage

How do people  
know about 
this? 

How do people 
know  
how and where  
to start? 

What is the main  
activity?

How does the  
process or  
experience end? 

What happens 
after the specific 
process is done? 



Service blueprint 
Where the organization or institution 
interacts with users, what happens, and 
who does it



A map for seeing across a service 
• From the organization context  

• Looking across departments or agencies  

• How this service connects to services 
and resources outside this service 



Why make a service blueprint? 

• As users encounter a service, it’s often 
supported by multiple organizations or 
institutions, as well as multiple 
departments within an organization  

• The organizations might be formal or 
informal government or not  

• Expands your view of context 



Horizontal: steps through time 
Vertical: themes for data capture and analysis











Make a service blueprint 
1. Map what you think you know based on 

your desk research and assumptions 
from analogous services, as well as 
multiple user journey maps.  

2. Notice what you don’t know. Question 
where your blindspots might be.  

3. Capture initial hypotheses — what 
might be working and what might not 
be working, and why? 



Starter categories

• Actions 

• Questions  

• Positive moments  

• Pain points  

• Opportunities 



1. We tell you about the election coming up 
2. You register to vote  
3. You decide how to participate  
4. Find your polling place  
5. Learn how to mark your ballot  

6. Get voter ID  
7. Learn who is in office now 
8. Learn what is on the ballot  
9. Mark the ballot and cast it  
10. Check results 

Chronological
1 32 4 65 7 98 10



The privileged process

1 32 4 65 7 98 10



The burdened voter

1 32 4 65 7 98 10



6

Election
announced

Register
to vote

Decide how
to take part

Find the
polling place

Learn how to
mark a ballot

Get
voter ID

Learn who is
in office now

Learn what’s
on the ballot

Mark
the ballot

Check
results

The Voter Journey

Receives ballot 
automatically, which
is marked and put in
drop box or turned in
at early voting location 
or at polling place on 
election day. 

Already registered to 
vote for previous 
election.

Has gone to the same 
polling place for years. 
It's close to home, easy 
to get to, and well 
marked. 

Already knows how to 
mark because the ballot 
design has been the 
same for years. Also, a 
ballot was sent in the 
mail, so our voter could 
practice. 

No ID needed. Familiar with the local 
representatives and 
reads about them in the 
news.

A voter guide arrives in 
the mail and has 
information about all the 
candidates and ballot 
measures.

Practiced marking the 
ballot received in the 
mail and found no 
surprises on the ballot.

Gets notifications of 
election results from 
local election website.

2 3 4 1 5

Did not receive 
information about early 
voting options either 
online or by mail and 
missed the deadline. 

Never sees a ballot nor 
gets instructions on how 
to mark the ballot.

Is not familiar with the 
local representatives.

Is registered, but moved 
out of that county. 
Now must update voter 
registration by printing, 
filling out, and mailing 
the voter registration 
form.

Has never been to this 
polling place before and 
it's far from work. Upon 
arriving, there are no 
signs to indicate where 
to go. 

Managed to get voter ID 
even though DMV is far 
from home and the lines 
are long.

Doesn't receive a voter 
guide in the mail and is 
overwhelmed by all of 
the information found 
online.

Never hears who won 
local races.

Doesn't understand how 
to mark ballot and didn't 
know about several of 
the races and 
candidates. 

• Strict registration 
deadlines.

• Doesn't have proper ID 
or supporting 
documentation (social 
security card, birth 
certificate, etc.).

• DMV is far away and 
expensive to get to.

• Confusing registration 
forms.

• Confusing online voter 
registration process.

• Data from DMV is slow 
to get to election 
department.

• Lost voting rights 
because of felony.

• Little or no 
information online 
about the voting 
system.

• Changes in the voting 
system since last time 
voting.

• Long lines of more 
than 30 minutes.

• No or incorrect 
location information 
online.

• No signage at
polling place.

• Turned away from 
voting — not on 
voter rolls.

• Polling place changed.

• Expensive or hard to 
get to polling place.

• Strict deadlines to 
vote by mail.

• Little or no 
information online or 
hard to find about 
early voting or voting 
by mail.

• Can only vote by mail 
for pre-approved 
reasons.

• Must print, fill out, 
and send in paper 
application to vote 
by mail. 

• Lost voting rights 
because of felony.

• Doesn't have 
supporting 
documentation (social 
security card, birth 
certificate, etc.).

• DMV is far away and 
expensive to get to.

• Doesn't know that 
voter ID is required at 
the polling place.

• Misinformation and 
fake news has become 
common.

• Information is hard 
to understand.

• Too little or too 
much information 
is available.

• Information is 
difficult to sort 
through — doesn't 
know what to trust.

• Has low civic literacy 
and is confused by 
levels of government.

• Can't get to a 
polling place on 
election day or during 
the open hours.

• Has low civic literacy 
and is confused by 
levels of government.

• Ballot instructions are 
hard to read and 
understand.

• Ballot is not available 
in preferred language.

• Provisional ballot 
notice is hard to 
understand.

• Doesn't have voter ID.

• Not on voter roll.

• No local website with 
information.

• Doesn't usually read 
the news.

• Doesn't know where 
to look for results.

642 35 1

The journey of 
a voter who:

• is stable
   geographically

• was introduced 
   to voting by
   parents

• is familiar with
   the process

The journey of 
a voter who:

• moves often

• has no 
   network
   to ask
   questions of

• is self-taught
   about the
   process

Additional 
obstacles this 
voter may 
encounter

At every step is a decision 
Stay in and move on?  

Drop out. 
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The journey of 
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The burden is cumulative
The frustration and time that each step 
takes adds up like compound interest. 



Models show the service stack
Who is involved 

  Stakeholder mapping  

Experiences of users, from their POV  

   Journey mapping  

System in context  

   Service blueprint 



Wrap and reflection
Big idea 
Big surprise  
Big question  

Put them in Canvas



Next week:   
physical exploration of the 
problem space 


